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For (n ,m),(n’ ,m’)  E N’, let ( n , m )  I (n’,m’) if and only if n I n’
and m I m‘. Then N2 is a directed set and for elements xi j  of an 
abelian topological group, {Cy=, C?=, xi j  : (n ,  m )  E N’} is a net. If 
lim(n,m) Cy=, C?=, xi j  exists, then we say that the double series xi j  
converges and 
n r n  
For Xi, x i j ,  there is an interesting result owing to Antosik: 
THEOREM 1 [l, 6, 71. 
let x i j  E G f o r  i , j  E N. If 
Let G be a Hausdorfabelian topological group and 
(I) C;= , Cy= , xij ,  converges for every j ,  < j ,  < ... , then 
(11) the three series Xi, x i j ,  Cy= , C;= , x i j ,  and C;= , Cy= , xi j  all con- 
verge and are equal. 
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Using this result Swartz [7] established a perfect Stiles-type Orlicz-Pet- 
tis theorem. However, as was stated in [6], condition (I) is so strong that 
the matrix 
fails to satisfy it, though 
( - l ) i + j  ( - , ) i + J  ( - l ) i + J  2 
L .. = E L  .. = E L  .. - L - .   [ j:l ( - ; ) J ]  
i ,  j 4 j - 1  i -1  4 i -1  j - 1  4 
COROLLARY 2. Condition (I) is equivalent to 
(111) For every sequence j ,  < j ,  < ... in N, the three series x i j k ,  x;= , Cy= , x i j k ,  and Cy= , x;= , x i jk  all converge and are equal. 
Usually, we are interested in (11) but, indeed, (111) is too much and, 
equivalently, (I) is too strong for (11). Therefore, in this note we will find a 
weaker condition which implies (11). 
Recall that a net { x d  : d E D} is Cauchy if for every neighborhood U of 
0 E G there is a do E D such that x d  - x d '  E U whenever d 2 d o  and 
d' 2 d o .  G is complete if every Cauchy net in G converges to a point in G. 
For complete metric spaces, there is a Moore lemma [3, p. 281 which gives 
a sufficient condition for the existence of double and iterated limits. It is 
clear that the Moore lemma is also valid for complete abelian topological 
groups. 
Let D, and D ,  be directed sets, and suppose 
that D, X D ,  is directed by the relation ( d , ,  d , )  I ( d i ,  d,), which is defined 
to mean that d ,  I d ;  and d ,  I d;.  Let f :  D, X D ,  + G be a net in the 
complete Hausdoi f  abelian topological group G. Suppose that 
LEMMA 3 (Moore lemma). 
(a) for  each d ,  E D,,  limdl f ( d , ,  d , )  exists, and 
(b) limdz f ( d , ,  d , )  exists uniformly f o r d ,  E D,. 
Then the three limits l im(dl,dz) f ( d , ,  d , ) ,  limdl limdz f ( d , ,  d , ) ,  and 
limdz limdl f ( d , ,  d , )  all exist and are equal. 
Let G be a complete Hausdoi f  abelian topological group 
and let x i j  E G for  i ,  j E N. Suppose that 
THEOREM 4. 
(1) x;= , xi j  converges for  each j ,  
(2) xy= , xi j  converges for  each i ,  and 
(3) for  every sequence p ,  < q, < p 2  < q, < ... in N there is a se- 
quence k ,  < k ,  < ... in N such that the iterated series x;= , x:= , x?,, xi j  
converges. 
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Then the three series Xi, x i j ,  E;= Ey= x i j ,  and Ey= E;= xij  all converge 
and are equal. 
Pro05 By (1) and (2), 
11 171 171 m 
lim C C xij = C Ex. ZJ 
n i -1  j - 1  j - 1  i -1  
exists for each rn and 
n r n  n m  
lim C C xij = C C xi j  
rn i -1  j - 1  i -1  j - 1  
exists for each n. If the series C:= Cy=l xij  converges uniformly for 
n E N, then the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 3. 
Suppose that the convergence of 2;- Ey= is not uniform with respect 
to n E N. Then there is a neighborhood U of 0 E G for which the 
following holds: 
for every rn, E N, there is rn > rn, and n E N with C C xi j  E U.  ( * )  
Pick a neighborhood V of 0 E G with V + V c U. By (*), there exist 
p1 > 1 and n1 E N such that 
n m  
i -1  j = r n  
111 cC 111 cC 
C xi j  E U but C C xi j  E V 
i =  1 j=p l  i = l  j = q l + l  
for sufficiently large q1 >pl  and hence, 
i =  1 j=p l  
Let p o  > q1 be such that E;=l 2y=, xi j  E U for all 1 I n I n1 and 
p > p o .  Then, by ( * )  again, there exist p 2  > p o  (> q l )  and n2 > n1 such 
that 
112 cC 
C C xii u 
and, hence, 
i = l  j=p2  
112 q2 
C C ' Z J  I/ 
i =  1 j=p, 
for some q2 > p 2 .  Continuing this construction we have integer sequences 
n1 < n2 < ... and p1 < q1 < p 2  < q2 < ... such that 
nk qk 
C C x Z J h  E V ,  k =  1 , 2 , 3  , . . .  . ( *  * I  
i =  1 j=p, 
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Consider the matrix [CrL , Cg-,_ xijIk,,. For each m, 
exists by (1). Let m, < m2 < ... in N. Then p,, < q,, < P,, < q,, < ... 
and, by condition (3), there is a sequence u, < u2 < ... in N such that the 
iterated series xy= , C:= , C;:3_ xZJ converges and, hence, 
vr 
Now, by the AntosikkMikusinski matrix theorem 12, 41, 
nk q k  
lim C C xij  = 0. 
k i - 1  j = p k  
This contradicts ( *  * )  and hence 
n r n  
uniformly for n E N. 
Note that, without completeness of G, conditions (l), (21, and (3) imply 
that Cr= , Cy= , xZJ converges uniformly for n E N. Consider the condition 
(2') the iterated series Cy= , Cy= , xZJ converges. 
Clearly, (2') is stronger than (2). 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a Hausdoflabelian topological group which need 
not be complete, xZJ E G for i ,  j E N, If conditions (l), (2 ' ) ,  and (3) hold, 
then the three series C,  xZJ,  Cy= , Cy= , xZJ,  and Cy= , Cy= , xZJ all converge 
and are equal. 
Pro05 Since (2') * (2) ,  as in the proof of Theorem 4, 
n r n  n m  
uniformly for n E N. 
I/ + I/ c U. There is an m, E N for which 
Let U and I/ be neighborhoods of 0 E G such that I/ is symmetric and 
n m  n r n  
C C xij - C C xij E I/ 
i - 1  j - 1  i - 1  j - 1  
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for all n E N and m 2 m,. Since the iterated series E;=, Ey=, xi j  con- 
verges, there is an no E N such that 
for all n 2 no. Therefore, if n 2 no and m 2 m,, then 
c o c o  n m  .. ... 
C C xii - C C xii 
This shows that 
Note that condition (I) implies (l) ,  (2) ,  (2 ’ ) ,  and (3). Hence Theorem 4 
implies Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 6. Let G be a Hausdof labe l ian  topological group and let 
x i j  E G for  i ,  j E N be such that conditions (1) and (3) hold. Then (2’) and 
(11) are equivalent, i.e., the three series Xi, x i j ,  E;= , Ey= , x i j ,  and 
Ey= , E;=, xi j  all converge and are equal if and only if the iterated series 
E;= , Ey= , xi j  converges. 
A pseudometric is a real function d on a set X X X such that d ( x ,  y )  = 
d ( y ,  x) 2 0 ,  d ( x ,  x) = 0,  d ( x ,  z )  I d ( x ,  y )  + d ( y ,  z )  [9, p. 101. For a vector 
space X, a function 1 1  . I I :  X + [0, +m) is a paranorm on X if and only if 
there is a pseudometric d on X such that d ( x ,  y )  = d ( x  - y ,  0) for 
x , y  E X  and llxll = d(x ,O)  for x E X  [9, p. 161. A series E x j  on a 
paranormed space (X,  I I  . I l l  is said to be absolutely convergent if Ey= ,llxjll 
< +m. A paranormed space X is complete if and only if every absolutely 
convergent series on X is convergent in X [9, p. 571. 
Consider the condition 
(3’) for every sequence p ,  < q, < p 2  < q, < ... in N there is a 
sequence k ,  < k ,  < ... in N such that lim, E;=, E42pk, x i j  = 0 uniformly 
with respect to n E N. 
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THEOREM 7. Let ( X ,  ( ( . I I )  be a complete Hausdoif paranomzed space 
and let xZJ E X for i ,  j E N. If conditions (l), (2), and (3') hold, then the 
three series C,  xZJ,  Cy= , Cy= , .xi,, and Cy= , Cy= , xZJ all converge and are 
equal. 
Let p ,  < q ,  < p 2  < q2 < ... in N. There is a sequence k ,  < k 2  
< ... in N such that 
Pro05 
uniformly for n E N. Hence there exists a sequence v, < v 2  < ... in N 
for which 
I 2-",  r = 1,2 ,3  , . . .  . 
Observing that ( X ,  1 1  . 11)  is complete, 
cc c3 
shows that the series C:= , Cy= CFb,,, x i j  converges uniformly for n E N. 
This shows that the series 
converges uniformly for n E N, i.e., 
uniformly for n E N. 
On the other hand, by condition (11, 
exists for each m E N. 
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Therefore, by Lemma 3, the iterated series C;=, C:=, C&,, xi j  con- 
verges; i.e., condition (3) holds. Now the desired conclusion folbws from 
Theorem 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
for all j. e .  J = [ % , l , O , O  0 , . . .  1 
Then the double series Xi, ((- 1li/ L ln (  j + l))ei+j converges in (c,,, I I  . 
l l m ) .  In fact, if p1 < q1 <p2  < q2 < ... in N, then for each n E N, we have 
that 
-1  1 
In( pk + 2) ' f i l n (p ,  + 2) ' ' ' ' ' 
+ ... 
-1  1 + 0 ,  . . . ,  0 ,  i"h ( q ,  + 1) ' f i ln(q,  + 1) " " '  
1 
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by the Abel transformation. Therefore, 
uniformly for n E N. 
Finally, we show that, sometimes, condition (3’) is necessary for the 
convergence of C;= , Cy= , xij .  
Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis {ej} 
and xi = Cy=, tijej E X  with t i j  2 0 for all z,j  E N. If the series C;=, xi 
= C;=, Cy=, tijej converges, then for every sequence p ,  < q, < p 2  < q, 
< ... in N, 
EXAMPLE 2. 
uniformly for n E N; i.e., (3’) holds and Xi, tijej = C;= , xi. 
with respect to the basis {ej} implies that 
To see this, observe that the continuity of the coordinate functionals 
cc c c c c  
because if C:=, x, = Cy=, tJeJ, then t, = limn El”=, t , = C:=, t,, for all j .  
Since {e,} is unconditional, Cy= , aJeJ converges if la,l I C:= , t,, for all j 
and, in particular, Cy= , (Cy= , t,, )eJk converges for all n and j ,  < j ,  < ... . 
Let D, = { z  E C :  IzI  Cy=, ti,!, j = 1,2,3,  . . . . If the convergence of 
Cy= , aJeJ is not uniform for {a,} E ny= , D,, then there exist an E > 0 and 
{(ak,),”=, : k = 1,2,3,  . . . }  c ny=, D, and an integer sequence m, < n, < 
m,  < n2 < ... such that 
Therefore, letting 
‘ k j  9 
0, otherwise, 
mk I j I nk for some k E N, 
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{ a j }  E nT=, Dj but Ey=, a j e j  diverges. This contradiction shows that Ey= , a j e j  converges uniformly with respect to { a j }  E rIy= , Dj and hence, if 
(anj);=,, (aj)Jy=l E nT=, Dj are such that limn an j  = aj for all j ,  then 
cc 
j =  1 
In particular, 
for every j ,  < j ,  < ... . 
Now let p ,  < q, < p 2  < q, < ... in N. If 
is not uniform with respect to n E N, then there exist E > 0 and integer 
sequences n,  < n2 < ... and k ,  < k ,  < ... such that 
qk, 11 J=Pk, 1 1  C C t i JeJ  > E ,  r =  1 , 2 , 3  , . . .  . ( a >  
Consider the matrix [El": , E,"5pk, t i J e J ] ,  $.  For each s E N, 
n, qk, 
lim C C tijej = 
I =  1 J =pk 
exists. Suppose that s, < s, < ... in N. Then the series 
converges and 
qksv cc cc q k "  
lim C C C eJ - C C C = O '  
v = l  J = p k  1 1  s v [ I = l  V - 1  J=pksv(I'i ieJl1 
Therefore, the AntosikkMikusinski matrix theorem shows that 
I = l  J = p k  
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This contradicts ( a )  and hence 
uniformly for n E N 
but this generalization belongs to a different direction [8, p. 991. 
Note that Stuart [5] has also given a generalization of Antosik's result 
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